
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
  

Celebrate the Season with this creative kit! There’s something for everyone.  
Enjoy a warm mug of Hot Cocoa while you learn about its history and how 
it's enjoyed around the world. You might just find a new favorite recipe! 
Then create a family-friendly STEAM project that’s sure to light up your 

world. Finish by creating a cute nature-inspired craft together. 
 

This program is sponsored in part by  

 

 

 

 
A digital version of this document with clickable links is available at 

https://tinyurl.com/DPLCocoaCrafts21  
 



Each kit contains:  

 
 2 packEts of hot cocoa 

 1 stEam activity kit 

 1 naturE inspirEd craft kit 

 hours of fun mEmoriEs madE        
     whilE lEarning & crEating     
     togEthEr! 

 



hot cocoa 
Nothing else is quite as comforting as this delicious seasonal beverage. Chocolate has been 
captivating humans since the Mayans began making it over 2,000 years ago. Did you know that hot 
chocolate was originally made by boiling cocoa seeds with chili peppers and cornmeal and then 

served cold? That’s right, the warm and sweet chocolatey beverage we know today was once served 

as a bitter, spicy, and cold drink!  

When hot chocolate spread to Spain in 1500s the chili peppers were soon dropped and it began to be 
served sweetened and warm, it remained a Spanish secret for nearly a hundred years. After, it 
quickly spread throughout Europe and eventually became the ubiquitous wintertime drink we all know 
and love. In the 1700s, Chocolate Houses, much like our Coffee Houses today popped up all over 
Europe and were extremely popular despite the high cost.  

Today there are as many versions as you can imagine, dark chocolate, white chocolate, peppermint, 
spicy, and many more – all delicious in their own way. Hot Chocolate around the world is much 
thicker and richer than what you find in most American households. Below we invite you to learn 
about some of the ways Hot Cocoa is enjoyed in Mexico, Italy, and Vienna. 

Learn more about the history of Hot Cocoa and how it is enjoyed around the world today at 
https://www.thespruceeats.com/the-history-of-hot-chocolate-764463  
 

Mexico: Champurrado– This warm, comforting beverage is made with solid Mexican Chocolate, raw 

sugar, milk, and spices like cinnamon It gets its thick texture through the addition of Masa, or corn 
flour. Some recipes also call for the addition of chili.  
Get the Recipe  https://www.mexicoinmykitchen.com/champurrado-mexican-thick-chocolate   

Italy: Cioccolata Calda– perhaps the closest you can get to the Hot Cocoa described in the beloved 

children’s classic the Polar Express, Italian Hot Cocoa includes shaved chocolate, in and one top of 

the drink. It is rich, sweet, and thick just like the one described in the book.  
Get the Recipe https://www.cucinabyelena.com/authentic-thick-italian-hot-chocolate  

Vienna: Wiener Schokolade– also known for being rich and thick, this hot chocolate gets its unique 

texture, and protein balance, from the addition of egg yolk. It is customary to top the drink with a 
generous amount of fresh whipped cream dusted with ground cinnamon or cardamon.  
Get the Recipe https://www.thespruceeats.com/viennese-hot-chocolate-1446540  

 
Hot Cocoa Bombs 

One of the trendiest ways to enjoy Hot Cocoa today is with Hot Chocolate Bombs. These are hard 
chocolate shells that melt in warm milk revealing delicious hot cocoa and sometimes fun add-ins as 
well. You can find them for purchase or make your own!  

Get the recipe https://sugargeekshow.com/recipe/shiny-chocolate-bombs-with-marshmallows/ or 
look for ready to make kits at your local store.  



rEcyclEd holiday light circuits 
Diwali, Hanukah, Christmas, Kwanza, Advent, and the New Year. This is the time of year for 
celebrations of light! Each of these special celebrations take place in the darkest months of the year, 

reminding us that the light is always present even when we can’t see it. We hope you’ll take the time 

to learn about and explore each of these holiday traditions this year. Below learn how to make a 
simple circuit and experience the glow of the lights for yourself.  

 

Included in your kit is a recycled Holiday Light Circuit Kit. In it you’ll find: 

 1 Section of Lights with ends stripped exposing the copper wire 
 2 pieces of Electrical Tape 
 1 AA Battery 

 
Before you Start! 

Review basic electrical safety with your child. Remind them to never try an 
electrical experiment without permission and a responsible adult present. Since 
mixing electricity with water is very dangerous, make sure they know that their 

hands must be dry whenever working with electricity. 

 

What is an electrical circuit? In its most basic form, an electrical circuit is a circle that connects a 
power source to the think needing electricity. When you flip the switch to turn on the lights you are 
connecting a complex system of electrical circuits in you house. No matter how complex or simple, 
they all function the same way by connecting the power source to the thing needing power. In our 
example we are connecting a battery via wire to a light. When done correctly the lights will turn on. 
 

Instructions:  

Step 1: Review Safety!  

Step 2: Examine all the parts. Notice the thick green coating on the lights. This is insulation. It does 
not conduct electricity but protects the copper wire inside that does. It also makes it safe for us to use 
the lights. Notice that the electrical tape is made of similar material. What does the battery look like? 
Can you tell which end is positive and which is negative? 

Step 3: Carefully assemble your circuit. Tape each end of the lights to the battery using the electrical 

tape. Make sure to cover all of the copper wire. If you’ve done it correctly, the lights will turn on. You 

may need to give it a squeeze to tighten the connection. Don’t get frustrated if it takes a few tries to 

get it right.  

Step 4: Admire your work! then take it apart so you can do it again or reuse the battery for something 

else. It’s up to you.  

  



craftEr’s cornEr 
Cocoa and Crafts wouldn’t be complete without crafts! There are several options for your deer. Want 

google-y eyes? Maybe a red nose instead of a black one? It’s up to you. We hope you enjoy creating 

together. Most supplies are included. In addition to the kit 

 
You’ll need:  

 A large, level surface to work on 
 Glue [tacky, wood, or even white school glue will work] 

 Glue Gun and Glue Sticks [optional – less dry time] 

 Scissors 

Kit Contents:  

 1 square each brown, white, and pink felt.  
 1 piece jute 
 1 piece ribbon 
 1 jingle bell 
 1 each red and black pom-poms 
 1 pair google-y eyes 
 1 wood cookie with pre-drilled hole 
 1 permanent marker 

  

 Instructions:  
 
Step 1: Gather your supplies from home and then take everything out of the bag and lay it out so you 
have everything ready.  
 

Step 2: Cut out your felt shapes: 

Deer’s Ears: use the larger pattern shape to cut two brown shapes. The next largest 

to cut out two white felt shapes. Finally cut out two heart shapes from the pink felt. 
Set these aside.  

Back: Trace the shape of your wood cookie onto the brown felt. Cut out that circle        
and put it aside. 

Step 3: Create Ears: Stack the brown, white, and pink felt as shown. Add a drop of 
glue and pinch together at the base of the heart. Repeat for the second ear. Set 
aside to dry. 



Step 4: Add face details: Draw, or glue on if you choose to use google-y eyes, the eyes 
and draw the mouth shape with the include permanent marker. [make sure the hole is 
at the top when you do this.] 

 

Step 5: Add Antlers, Ears, and Back: Turn over your wood cookie so that the face is 
down and the hole is at the top. Glue on the twigs first on either side of the hole. 
Repeat with the ears making them just slightly lower than the twigs. Glue on the felt 
circle you made to the back to finish off the back.  

Step 6: Add the nose: Turn over your reindeer and attach the pom-pom of your choice 
for the nose. Set it aside to dry while you get the ribbon and bell ready.  

Step 7: Attach the Ribbon and Jingle Bell: This step is optional. Tie the ribbon into a 
small bow and thread the bell onto the middle as you tie it. Glue this to the bottom of 

your wood cookie. Make sure to trim the ends of the ribbon when it’s dry!  

 

Step 8: Add the hanger and admire your work: thread the piece of jute through the hole 
and tie a knot. You can now enjoy your creation! You can see the completed project 
below. 

 

 

 

 

 

Deer Ears Pattern 



 
 
 
 
 

cocoa & crafts Booklist  

Check out these cozy cocoa and winter themed books this holiday season!  
  
 
 
Fiction:  

The Magic Backpack by Julia Jarman  

The Last Marshmallow by Grace Lin (Boardbook)  

Dino-Christmas by Lisa Wheeler  

When the Snow is Deeper than My Boots are Tall by Jean Reidy  

Stay Through the Storm by Joanna Rowland  

The Colors of Winter by Danna Smith  

  

Nonfiction:  

The Sweet Story of Hot Chocolate by Stephen Krensky J 641.3374 K92S 2014  

From Cocoa Beans to Chocolate by Bridget Heos J 664.5 H528F 2018  

Cocoa Bean to Chocolate by Julie Murray J 664.5 M982C 2007  

A Taste of The World: What People Eat and How They Celebrate Around the Globe  by Beth Walrond J 394.12  
W221T 2019  
 

Do Frogs Drink Hot Chocolate?: How Animals Keep Warm by Etta Kaner J 612.01426 K16D  2018  
  
 

Bilingual/Espanol:  

Brillantes nuevos amigos escrito por Heather Ayris Burnell  

Está nevando = It's Snowing por Celeste Bishop  

Veo el invierno = I See Winter por Charles Ghigna  

¿Qué sucede en invierno? = What happens in winter? por Alex Appleby  

Winter = Invierno por Ailie Busby  

 


